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Protease HslV and ATPase HslU form an ATP-
ependent protease in bacteria. We have previously
etermined the structure of the components of this
rotease. In the case of HslU, the structure was
erived from HslU–HslV cocrystals, combining
hase information from MAD and the previously
etermined HslV model. Whereas the structures of
he components were confirmed in detail by later
tructures, the quaternary arrangement of HslV
nd HslU was not reproduced in later crystal forms.
n a recent communication to this journal, Wang
ttempted a reinterpretation of our original data to
ccount for this difference. In response, we demon-
trate that difference Pattersons, difference Fouri-
rs, molecular replacement calculations, R factors,
nd omit maps all support our original analysis and
rove that the suggested reinterpretation is false by
hese criteria. In particular, we show that our crys-
als are essentially untwinned and that only the
riginally reported quaternary arrangement of
slV and HslU particles is consistent with the ex-
erimental data. We finally demonstrate that
ang’s newly introduced Rtpart method to predict

ranslational corrections for a subset of the unit cell
ontents is systematically flawed. © 2001 Elsevier Science

INTRODUCTION

The ATP-dependent bacterial protease HslVU
Missiakas et al., 1996; Rohrwild et al., 1996, 1997)
as attracted a lot of interest in recent years as a
odel system for the eukaryotic proteasome. HslVU

s a fairly labile complex and does not survive most
hromatographic procedures. It is therefore easy to

1 To whom correspondence and reprint requests should be ad-
ressed at International Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology,
l. Ks. J. Trojdena 4, Warsaw 02-109, Poland.
281
urify the components separately. A number of
ears ago we solved the structure of Escherichia coli
slV, the proteolytic core of this protease, by MIR

rom crystals that contained HslV only (Bochtler et
l., 1997). Unlike eukaryotic proteasomes, which
orm complexes of sevenfold or pseudosevenfold
ymmetry, HslV is a dimer of hexamers and forms a
entral proteolytic cavity with threonine nucleo-
hiles on the interior walls of the particle. The struc-
ure of HslV was the starting point for the structure
etermination of HslU by MAD from crystals that
ontained both HslV and HslU particles (Bochtler et
l., 2000). HslU, classified originally only as an
sp100 protein, turned out to be a member of the
AA(1) family of ATPases with N- and C-domains

hat are typical of AAA proteins. A sequence inser-
ion unique for HslU among Hsp100 proteins turned
ut to be a labile helical coiled coil structure and was
ermed the I-domain (see Fig. 1b). The original
tructure of the HslU hexamer (PDB Accession Code
DOO) was soon superseded by an almost identical
tructure of HslU in the same crystal form (PDB
ccession Code 1E94), but for a crystal grown in the
resence of casein that yielded a cleaner diffraction
attern (Song et al., 2000). These structures of HslU
ere confirmed to high accuracy by ourselves in two

ndependent crystal forms of HslU (Bochtler et al.,
000) (PDB Access Codes 1DO0 and 1DO2) and later
lso by other groups with the H. influenzae enzyme
PDB Accession Code 1G3I) (Sousa et al., 2000) and
he E. coli enzyme (PDB Accession Codes 1G4A and
G4B) (Wang et al., 2001). Wang had been unable to
btain independent phase information and applied
olecular replacement using our models. With the

xception of two surface loops and the flexible I-do-
ain, which was not seen by Wang et al., the later

wo structures of the E. coli enzyme confirm our
riginal structures in full detail (see Fig. 1).
In contrast to the structures of the components,
1047-8477/01 $35.00
© 2001 Elsevier Science

All rights reserved.
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282 BOCHTLER ET AL.
he quaternary arrangement of HslU and HslV in
ur HslV–HslU cocrystals is at variance with other
xperiments. EM images (Ishikawa et al., 2000;
ohrwild et al., 1997) and later X-ray structures

Sousa et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2001) show a dock-
ng mode between HslU and HslV with the I-do-

ains distal to HslV. This docking mode has also
een termed ASMS (apical surface-mediated struc-
ure). In contrast, our original structure shows an

FIG. 2. Data reduction statistics for the various possible
pace groups. The linear R factor as output by DENZO is plotted
s a function of resolution. The curves run almost in parallel,
ndicating true Patterson symmetry P6/mmm.

ystallographic threefold axis. The panel on the very left shows the
al lines delimit one unit cell. In a first experiment, the HslU particle
s up (green) was translated in the z direction. The red trace in the
t to the expected location of peaks for the two arrangements. In a
reen) was translated. The blue trace shows the result, and green
riments confirm the original interpretation.
FIG. 1. Superposition of the original HslU structure (1DOO,
reen) with Wang’s later version (1G4A, red). With the exception
f a surface loop at the particle entrance (that was not seen by
ang), the later structure is almost identical with our original

tructure. The rmsd is 1.4 Å for all matching Ca atoms and 0.6 Å
or a total of 301 matching Ca atoms (residues 4–88, 96–117,
39–263, 275–443). The figure was drawn with GRASP (Nicholls,
992).
FIG. 3. Arrangement of HslU (red and green) and HslV (blue) on a cr
riginally reported arrangement. The c axis runs vertically, and the horizont
ith I-domains down (red) was fixed and the HslU particle with I-domain

ightmost panel shows the MR signal, and the horizontal green lines poin
elated experiment, HslV (blue) was fixed and HslU with I-domains up (g
orizontal arrows again indicate the expected location of peaks. Both expe
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283A RESPONSE TO WANG, YALE
FIG. 4. Wilson ratios as calculated on the basis of the original molecular model (left) and the experimental data (right) as a function
f the squared inverse resolution in 1/Å2. This way of plotting the data assures that the same number of reflections contributes for every
esolution shell. We fail to find the systematic 70% deviation reported by Wang.
FIG. 5. View of the heavy atom sites of HslV and HslU along the sixfold axis. In (A), the two rings of heavy atoms on HslV (red and

lue) are 4 Å apart. In (B), the two planes of heavy atoms (red and blue) are a full 19 Å apart. A rotation of around 20°, equivalent to a
ateral shift of more than 7 Å, is required to introduce inversion symmetry into the assembly.

FIG. 6. View of the (110) plane of the direct lattice, with the Ca trace of the asymmetric unit drawn in blue. Heavy atoms are
ndicated in the originally assigned positions, with heavy atoms on HslV indicated in black and heavy atoms on HslU drawn in blue,
reen, yellow, and red. In the left panel, we have plotted the anomalous difference Fourier on lines through our heavy atom positions.
n all cases, we find clear signals for the originally assigned positions and no signals at the sites predicted by Wang and indicated
y the arrows.
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284 BOCHTLER ET AL.
rrangement with the I-domains proximal to HslV, a
ode of docking which has also been called DIMS

domain-I-mediated structure). After extensive mo-
ecular replacement calculations, HslU–HslV co-
rystals were assigned to space group P6322 in spite
f imperfect extinctions along the c axis. We find free
articles of HslV on (0, 0, 1/4) and (0, 0, 3/4) (Wyckoff
ositions 2b, site symmetry 3.2) that can be built up
rom two crystallographically independent subunits
hat we termed C and D. In addition, there are HslV
articles on threefold axes at (1/3, 2/3, 1/4) and (2/3,
/3, 3/4) (Wyckoff positions 2c, site symmetry 3.2). In
6322, these particles can be built up from two in-
ependent subunits that we termed A and B. These
articles alternate with HslU particles on the crys-
allographic threefold axes (Wyckoff positions 4f,
ite symmetry 3..). In P6322, only two HslU subunits
re crystallographically independent. They were
ermed E and F.

In a communication to this journal, Wang recently
uggested that the reported DIMS arrangement of
slU and HslV particles was due to a crystallo-

raphic error rather than to the balance between
hysiological HslU–HslV interactions and crystal
acking forces (Wang, 2001). Specifically, Wang
uestions the Patterson symmetry, the assignment
f a screw axis, and, most importantly, the consis-
ency of crystallographic origins (Wang, 2001). Fur-
hermore, he introduces Rtpart as a new structure
alidation tool in support of the suggested shift of
rigin (Wang, 2001).
In response to this communication, we first

resent the original Rmerge data to support the
riginally assigned Patterson symmetry 6/mmm.
e continue with a demonstration that interpar-

icle cross-vectors between HslU particles on the
ame axis and between HslU and HslV particles
n the same axis predict the originally reported
IMS arrangement and are not compatible with

he presence of ASMS in our data. Although this
esult would remain valid in the presence of twin-
ing, we next show with Patterson search tech-
iques that twinning is essentially absent in our
slV–HslU complex crystals, since both sets of
yads perpendicular to the c axis are crystallo-
raphic axes and not twinning axes. Contrary to
ang’s statements, Wilson ratios are consistent
ith this conclusion. We continue to show that the
riginally assigned mercury positions were on the
ame crystallographic origin, as shown with a very
lear signal in difference Fouriers, a conclusion
hat is also supported by the analysis of difference
attersons. Finally, we demonstrate that unlike
part, the newly introduced Rtpart (Wang, 2001) is
ot suitable as a structure validation tool, because

t predicts shifts that depend on the method and
ot on the molecular model.
METHODS

rograms
Data were recorded on CCD detectors (Ta and Hg derivatives,

ative dataset 1E94) and on an MAR345 image plate (native dataset
DOO). Data integration was done with DENZO, and merging and
caling were done with SCALEPACK (Otwinowski and Minor,
997). All other calculations were done with programs of the CCP4
uite (CCP4, 1994). Fcalcs and wcalcs were calculated with SFALL,
gures of merit for phases with SIGMAA, and Fouriers, difference
ouriers and Pattersons with FFT. Real and cross-vector searches
ere done with RSPS. Molecular replacement calculations were
one with CCP4 AMORE at 4.5 or 5.0 Å resolution. Full models of
slV and HslU particles were used, although this usually covered
ore than the asymmetric unit. The advantage of this procedure is

hat known intersubunit vectors within one HslV or HslU particle
ontribute to the molecular replacement signal. This increases the
ignal to noise ratio for both rotational and translational searches.
ll translation searches were done with Crowther and Blow (1967)

ranslation functions.

omparison of Molecular Replacement Signals
For a direct comparison of molecular replacement signals from

he original DIMS complex and from Wang’s ASMS arrangement,
e have built up the original DIMS complex from components of
ang’s structure 1G4A. This precaution excludes bias for DIMS

rom previous refinement of the complex against the experimen-
al data. For comparison, we have symmetrized Wang’s singly
apped HslVU species 1G4A, applying the local twofold symmetry
n HslV. The 1G4A was chosen to build up the ASMS complex, as
his complex is the only ASMS complex that can be generated
rom the original DIMS complex with a simple shift without
otation (see below). To work with equal numbers of atoms, I-do-
ains were omitted. Calculations were done both in P3 and in
6322. As both arrangements share a large set of self-vectors,
hey both give clear rotational solutions, which can be used as
nput for translational searches.

atterson Methods in the Presence of Twinning
The advantage of Patterson searches over other methods to place

nown molecules in an unknown crystal is their applicability in the
resence of twinning. This well-known property of Pattersons is
ased on the simple fact that summations and Fourier transforms
ommute. Assume that a twinned crystal S contains single crystals

and B related through twinning operation T. Thus, diffraction
ntensities from S are diffraction intensities from A added to diffrac-
ion intensities from B. Therefore, if the Patterson of S is calculated
n a straightforward way (disregarding twinning), one obtains the
um of Pattersons from A and B. Thus, the Patterson still contains
ll peaks from crystal A (and of course B) in the presence of twin-
ing. A molecular model for A (or B) that predicts Patterson vectors
hat are not observed in the Patterson is therefore excluded regard-
ess of whether twinning is present.

Next, we demonstrate that the naive calculation of anomalous
ifference Pattersons (disregarding twinning) yields on average
he Patterson that would be obtained for the heavy atoms in the
winned crystal in the absence of protein. This result is less
traightforward than it sounds and requires some additional
ssumptions, since anomalous difference Pattersons are calcu-
ated from squares of amplitude differences. Assuming that
nomalous amplitude differences are small compared to ampli-
udes, it can be shown (for 50–50% twinning) that

S1 2 S2 5 ~FA
1 2 FA

2!
FA

S 6 ~FB
1 2 FB

2!
FB

S ,

here S1 and S2 are the naively calculated structure factors for
he twin, S is the average of S1 and S2, and FA

1 and FA
2 are
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285A RESPONSE TO WANG, YALE
riedel mates for true single crystal A and FB
1 and FB

2 are Friedel
ates for true single crystal B, where it is assumed that FA and
B contribute to the same reflection, i.e., FS

2 5 FA
2 1 FB

2 . Let FA,H

nd FB,H denote the magnitudes of the anomalous scattering
omponents of the heavy atoms, aH and bH the geometric phases
f the heavy atom scatterers, and let aP and bP denote the phases
or all nonanomalous scattering, including nonanomalous scat-
ering from the heavy atoms in crystals A and B. Then the usual
pproximation (FA

1 2 FA
2) 5 2 FA,Hsin(aP 2 aH) applies for A and

orrespondingly for B. In general, the magnitudes of amplitudes
nd amplitude differences are not correlated, and protein and
eavy atom phases are not correlated either. Thus, on average

~S1 2 S2!2 } ~FA
1 2 FA

2!2 1 ~FB
1 2 FB

2!2.

This means that if twinning is present and Patterson vectors
re calculated in a naive way (with no corrections for twinning),
ne obtains a Patterson that is similar to the Patterson from the
winned heavy atom structure alone.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

aue Group Assignment

HslVU crystals are trigonal, with lattice constants
f roughly 172 Å/172 Å/278 Å. Crystals planes per-
endicular to the c axis look nearly perfect. In con-
rast, crystal faces parallel to the c axis appear
omewhat rough and layered. On in-house rotating
node generators, the smear of diffraction spots in
he c direction is usually prohibitive for data collec-
ion. With the much finer beam at synchrotrons, the
ituation improves dramatically, and data to 2.8 Å
ith apparent Patterson symmetry P6/mmm can be

ecorded. It was recently suggested by Wang that
he true symmetry of the Patterson is in fact lower
han P6/mmm. This suggestion can be tested from
he shape of the plot of Rmerge as a function of reso-
ution. Any symmetry elements that are not true
atterson symmetries should increase Rmerge, par-

icularly at low resolution, where measurement er-
ors are small. Conversely, if Rmerge curves for lower
nd higher symmetry run in parallel, this argues for
he presence of the higher symmetry. This is pre-
isely what we observe for our data (dataset 1E94,
3 data submitted to PDB, see Fig. 2). At this stage,
he presence of any symmetry element in Patterson
pace can of course be attributed either to crystallo-
raphic symmetry or to perfect (50–50%) hemihe-
ral twinning. An extreme case would be perfect
winning around both sets of nonequivalent twofold
xes (i.e., h, k, l 3 h 2 k, 2k, 2l or h, k, l 3 2k,
h, 2l ). As the strong–weak pattern along the 00l

ine excludes 31, 32, 61, 62, 64, and 65 screw axes
long c, the space group has to be P3, P321, P312,
6, P63, P622, or P6322. Since P3 is a subgroup for
ll these possibilities, calculations in P3 are valid
rrespective of the final space group assignment.
atterson Vectors Are Compatible with DIMS, but
Not with ASMS

In P3, Patterson cross-vectors between crystallo-
raphically related HslU or HslV particles fix the
ocation of these particles perpendicular to the c
xis. In contrast, the arrangement along the c axis
epends exclusively on the docking mode between
he two particles. Thus, the correlation between pre-
icted Patterson cross-vectors and the observed
atterson can be used to distinguish the two docking
odes.
To exclude any bias for DIMS from previous re-

nement of our HslV and HslU models against the
iffraction data, we used HslV and HslU from 1G4A
Wang et al., 2001) for all calculations. Rotation
unctions were calculated at 4.5 Å with the full HslV
odecamer and the HslU hexamer as search models
radius of integration 40 Å). As expected, we found
ne set of equivalent solutions for HslV (signal 27.4,
ighest noise peak 21.6) and two sets of equivalent
olutions for HslU. These represent HslU particles
ith I-domains up (signal 30.0, highest noise peak
3.3) and I-domains down (signal 29.4, highest noise
eak 23.3).
We proceeded to calculate cross-translation func-

ions for HslU with I-domains up (green in Fig. 3). In
he first experiment, we fixed HslU with I-domains
own (red in Fig. 3) at the height where it is located
n P6322 (thus defining the origin in P3) and calcu-
ated a cross-translation function to locate HslU
ith I-domains up. The red trace in Fig. 3 shows the

ignal on the (1/3, 2/3, z) line as a function of z. We
ound a strong peak consistent with the original
osition at z 5 0.90c. This peak is the highest peak
n full three-dimensional searches. Since Wang’s re-
nterpretation requires a shift of HslU by 0.57c for
xed HslV, it is easily seen that his analysis predicts
peak at (0.90c 1 2*0.57c) 5 2.04c or 0.04c. No

uch peak was observed, excluding the presence of
SMS in our data.
Next, we tested whether a singly capped HslVU

pecies (U6V6V6) with I-domains distal to HslV could
e compatible with our data. Proceeding as in the
revious experiment, we fixed one HslV particle
blue in Fig. 3) at the height where it is located in
6322 (thus defining the origin in P3). Once more,
e calculated a cross-translation function to locate
slU with I-domains up (green in Fig. 3). The blue

race in Fig. 3 shows the signal on the (1/3, 2/3, z)
ine. Again, a strong peak confirmed the original
slU location at z 5 0.90c. In contrast, there was
o signal at 0.90c 1 0.57c 5 1.47c or 0.47c, dis-
roving once more Wang’s reanalysis.
In summary, Wang’s assumption of ASMS in our

rystal predicts Patterson vectors that are not found
n experimental Patterson maps. It is therefore
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286 BOCHTLER ET AL.
uled out, whereas the original analysis is con-
rmed. This argument remains valid in the presence
f twinning, since twinning can introduce spurious
atterson vectors from the twinning mate, but can-
ot possibly eliminate Patterson vectors. A more
etailed account of this argument is given under
ethods.

he Patterson Symmetry P6/mmm Is Not Due to
Twinning

Although Patterson searches are poor tools for
iscriminating between exact and approximate crys-
allographic symmetry, they are excellent tools for
istinguishing between these two possibilities and
winning. This is what we set out to do.

Assume that the Patterson symmetry around both
ets of twofold axes perpendicular to the c axis is due
o twinning. In this case, no cross-vectors between
articles that would be related through crystallo-

FIG. 7. Stereo diagrams of Fo-Fc-simulated annealing omit
aps at 3s of (A) the ATP binding site of HslU, (B) the C-terminal

egment (five residues) of HslU, and (C) the N-terminal segment
five residues) of HslV. Omitted residues are drawn in ball and
tick representation; for all other residues, only the Ca trace is
hown. This figure was drawn with BOBSCRIPT (Esnouf, 1999)
nd rendered with RASTER3D (Merrit and Bacon, 1997).
raphic axes in the higher symmetry space groups
hould be present. Consequently, cross-vector
earches in the higher symmetry space groups
hould fail to pinpoint the location of molecular mod-
ls along the c axis. Conversely, if these searches
ield high signals and position the molecules in a
ay that is consistent with cross-vector searches
etween crystallographically unrelated objects, this
roves that the dyads perpendicular to the c axis are
ot due to twinning.
We started from the assumption that the crystal-

ographic symmetry in our crystals is P3 or higher.
o prove that it is P312 or higher, we attempted to
lace one particle of HslU (with I-domains up) in the
nit cell. If the dyads in apparent “P312” were due to
winning, the expected cross-vectors between HslU
nd a crystallographic symmetry mate that allow us
o locate the particle in the c direction would be
issing in experimental Patterson maps. Thus, fail-

re to position a particle of HslU (or HslV) in P312
ould demonstrate that the dyads are twinning
xes. Conversely, successful placement consistent
ith HslV–HslU cross-vector searches (and thus
ith the original packing) demonstrates that the
yads are true symmetry axes. In practice, HslU
as subjected first to a rotation search, resulting in

he top solution for HslU with I-domains up. This
rientation was then used for a translation search
see Table Ia). The top solution with a very clear
ignal to noise ratio (30.3 to 24.7) is (1.000, 1.000,
.1463). In P312, this is equivalent to (0.333, 0.667,
.6463). Since the conventional unit cell for P312 is
hifted 0.25 upward in the c direction with respect to
he conventional unit cell for P6322, this is equiva-
ent to our previously reported AMORE solution
0.333, 0.666, 0.896) that represents the originally
eported packing in P6322. Thus, the dyads in P312
re true symmetry axes.
Next, we proceeded in an analogous manner to

emonstrate that the symmetry of our crystals is
321 or higher. Again, we attempted to place one
article of HslU in the unit cell. The result is shown
n Table Ib. The second best solution is equivalent to
ur previously reported solution (0.333, 0.666,
.896). This proves that the second set of twofold
xes is again not merely due to twinning. The top
eak in Table Ib arises from a complication due to
he sixfold symmetry of HslU. Due to this local six-
old (twofold) axis, placing a particle at (1.000, 1.000,
.1463) in P321 predicts the same set of Patterson
ectors as placing the particle at (1.000, 1.000,
.1463) in P312. Consequently, this top peak can be
aken as further confirmation that the space group
s P312 or higher.

The presence of Patterson vectors for both sets of
yads strongly suggests that the space group is P622
r P6 22, as the two sets of twofolds can be either in
3
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287A RESPONSE TO WANG, YALE
he same plane (P622) or shifted by 1/4 in the c
irection (P6322). P622 inevitably places HslU par-
icles on threefold (or sixfold) crystallographic axes.
or all possible rotations of HslU around this axis,
he radius of HslU is too large to allow packing in

FIG. 8. (A) This illustrates the calculation of Rtpart according
xample) is translated by t, whereas the rest (drawn in red, subtil
odel is calculated, treating calculated structure factors of the or

he calculated Rtpart for fractional shifts between 0 and 1. The fun
ethod is applied to Wang’s HslU–HslV cocrystals (1G4A, trace

FIG. 9. Identical lateral packing in our HslV–HslU cocrystal
xis; the bottom panels are views perpendicular to the z axis. HslV
lay analogous roles to the HslV particles (blue) of 1G4A and fix
articles in 1DOO (brown) have been omitted in the side view (le
he ab plane. For the correct azimuth of HslU, the
articles interpenetrate by about 20 Å. Even if arbi-
rary rotations of HslU around the sixfold crystallo-
raphic axis are allowed, the particles continue to
verlap (data not shown). With space group P622

ng. Part of the unit cell contents (drawn in green, eglin C in the
rlsberg in the example) is fixed. Then the R factor for the shifted
model as the reference. In the panel on the right, trace B shows
has minima at small fractional numbers. The same is true if the

to our HslV–HslU cocrystals (1E94, trace D).

n Wang’s 1G4A crystals. The top panels show views along the z
les generated from independent subunits A and B (blue) in 1DOO
rientation of HslU (red). To emphasize this point, the free HslV
tom panel).
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288 BOCHTLER ET AL.
uled out, the only remaining possibility is space
roup P6322.
We point out that the above calculations not only

upport the presence of the two sets of dyads per-
endicular to the c axis in single crystals of HslU–
slV, they also confirm once more the original place-
ent of HslU and disprove Wang’s reinterpretation

f our data.

he Packing of P6322 Can Be Built Up in P3 by
Molecular Replacement

Although the above arguments would generally be
egarded as sufficient to prove that both sets of
yads perpendicular to the c axis are crystallo-
raphic, the special packing in our crystals could be
aken as an argument that the dyads in our crystal
re local axes only that happen to be located in
pecial positions. Thus, one could suspect a scenario
n which only part of the unit cell would follow true
6322 symmetry. In this case, a single crystal would
ave lower symmetry, and the observed P6/mmm
atterson symmetry would be ascribed to twinning.
o exclude this scenario, we have attempted to build
p the P6322 unit cell by molecular replacement in
3. This is indeed possible, starting with the place-
ent of one HslU particle (the origin has to be fixed

onsistently with P6322), followed by placement of
nother HslU particle in the opposite orientation,
nd finally by placement of the HslV particles. In all
ases we find that the top-scoring solutions are the
nes that are expected from the original packing in
6322 (data not shown, available from the authors
n request).

Direct Comparison of the Original Interpretation
with Wang’s Reinterpretation

We finally calculated rotation and translation
unctions of our model and of Wang’s reinterpreta-
ion in both P3 and P6322, again assembling both
ur and Wang’s complex from Wang’s components.
n P3, AMORE failed to find a translational solution

TA
Predicted HslU Positions i

(a) P312

x y z Height

.000 1.000 0.146 30.3

.000 1.000 0.496 24.7

.000 1.000 0.000 24.4

.000 1.000 0.020 23.8

.000 1.000 0.418 23.8

Note. The top peak in (a) and the top two peaks in (b) are consi
winning axes.
or Wang’s complex, but yielded our original solution
s the only peak (30% correlation, next highest peak
%) if the DIMS complex was used as the search
odel. If calculations were done in space group
6322 (with the contents of the P3 asymmetric unit),
he top-scoring solution for the originally reported
IMS arrangement had 69% correlation compared

o 50% for the ASMS arrangement. Inspection
hows that the top solution for DIMS is our origi-
ally reported arrangement. The top solution for
SMS corresponds to the solution suggested by
ang with complete U6V6V6U6 particles at (1/3,

/3, 21/4) and (2/3, 1/3, 1/4). Apparently, Wang did
ot notice that this solution is ruled out not only by
he very substantially lower correlation coefficient,
ut also by severe molecular overlap, involving an
nterpenetration of Ca traces to a depth of at least
0 Å. Finally, the ASMS solution is ruled out by its
rohibitively high R-factor of 48% after bulk solvent
orrection (Wang, 2001). Although this solution fails
o predict the correct set of cross-vectors between
rystallographically related HslU particles, it does
ccount for cross-vectors between crystallographi-
ally related HslV particles that are identically
laced as in the original, correct packing and there-
ore appears as the top score in searches with ASMS
s the search model.

ilson Ratios Do Not Suggest Twinning

The Wilson ratio (i.e., ^I2&/^I&2) is a measure of the
pread in intensity (over many reflections) relative
o the average intensity. In statistical terms, it can
e expressed as 1 1 (s/m)2, where s and m are the
pread and average value of the intensity. Formu-
ated in this way, it is immediately clear that the

ilson ratio is expected to be lower in twinned crys-
als, since the extremes of intensity tend to be aver-
ged out by the twinning operation. For a crystal
ithout local symmetry, the intensity for any par-

icular (acentric) reflection can be treated as the
esult of a random walk in complex structure factor

I
ce Groups P312 and P321

(b) P321

x y z Height

1.000 1.000 0.146 30.1
0.333 0.667 0.396 26.5
0.667 0.333 0.396 26.4
1.000 1.000 0.496 24.8
0.667 0.333 0.2474 24.8

ith our packing. This demonstrates that the dyads are not mere
BLE
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stent w
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289A RESPONSE TO WANG, YALE
pace. In this case, the mathematics predicts a Wil-
on ratio of 2 for an untwinned crystal and a value of
.5 for a twinned crystal. This is the well-known
winning criterion (Yeates, 1997). It does not apply
or crystals where the packing enforces systematic
trong–weak patterns in reciprocal space. In this
ase, the spread in intensities, and thus the Wilson
atio, is systematically larger than for crystals with-
ut local symmetry.
In the case of our HslU–HslV crystals, it can be

hown that reflections with l 5 2n 1 1 and h 2 k 5
n would be extinct if local symmetry was perfect.
onversely, reflections with l 5 2n and h 2 k 5 3n
re expected to be particularly strong. For this sub-
et of reflections, partial structure factors of all four
slV particles (in P1) have the same phase. The

ame is true of HslUs with identical orientation.
hus, the spread in intensities for all hkl is larger

han expected on the basis of random walk experi-
ents.
To make the argument quantitative, we have used

ur original HslV–HslU model to calculate expected
ilson ratios for hkl and for the four zones sug-

ested by Wang. Contrary to Wang’s statements, the
esults (left panel of Fig. 4) compare favorably with
xperimental data (right panel of Fig. 4). We draw
articular attention to the zone l 5 2n, h 2 k 5 3n.
or this zone, and assuming perfect local symmetry,
ur crystal scatters as a P1 crystal with one particle
f HslV of occupancy 4 and with two particles of
slU (with I-domains up and down) of occupancy 2.
hus, for this zone, the crystal behaves as if no
pecial translations were present. As a result, clas-
ical Wilson statistics apply for this zone, and in-
eed the expected value of 2 for an untwinned crys-
al is observed. Thus, disorder in the c direction in
ur crystals does not represent classical twinning.

artial Model Phases and Mercury Heavy Atom
Sites Are Not Centrosymmetric

It is a well-known pitfall that spurious heavy
tom sites are found if a centrosymmetric set of
eavy atoms is used to phase difference Fouriers to

dentify additional heavy atom sites. In the absence
f an anomalous signal, the resulting difference
ourier maps are centrosymmetric (with respect to
he inversion center ( x0, y0, z0) of the original set of
eavy atoms). SIR maps that are calculated from a
entrosymmetric set of heavy atoms suffer from the
ame problem. In both cases, the phases can be
xpressed as ahkl 5 2p(hx0 1 ky0 1 lz0) 1 p/ 2 6
/ 2, a condition that Wang refers to as “centrosym-
etry of the phases.” It appears that the approxi-
ate centrosymmetry of a set or subset of assumed
ercury heavy atom sites in our structure (the orig-

nal mercury data were not available to him) led
ang to suspect similar problems in our structure.
In response, we point out that the clue to structure
etermination of the HslU–HslV crystals was the
lacement of one particle of HslV (of 622-point sym-
etry) on a crystallographic position of 32-point

ymmetry. These phases (and not phases from any
et of heavy atoms) were subsequently used to locate
eavy atom positions in anomalous difference
ourier maps. This procedure assures a common
rystallographic origin for all heavy atom sites.
Wang’s argument that phases from the partial
odel “still possess the centrosymmetry originating

n the amplitudes” (Wang, 2001) is incorrect and
asily disproven. As the initial HslV model contains
amino acids, phases from this model are surely not
entrosymmetric. The subsequent sigmaa procedure
CCP4, sigmaa, mode partial) to obtain figures of

erit for these phases leaves the phases themselves
ntouched (the phases from the partial model rep-
esent the best guess). Thus, difference Fouriers are
alculated with phases from the HslV model. Like-
ise, anomalous difference Fouriers are calculated

rom these phases after the usual 90° shift. Both sets
f phases are therefore surely not centrosymmetric.
ote that the relative scattering power of the partial
odel is entirely irrelevant for this argument. A
odel that represents a larger part of the total scat-

ering mass will of course yield better phases. But
hese phases are in no way “less” centrosymmetric
han phases from a very incomplete model.

Experiment supports this theoretical expectation.
n the phase set for all reflections (including centric
nes) calculated from the partial HslV model (chains

and B), phases differ on average by 40° from the
xpected values of 0° and 180° for a centrosymmetric
et of phases (assuming the inversion center is at
he origin). For a random phase set with only acen-
ric reflections, the expected value is 45°. Thus,

ang’s claim of centrosymmetry of the partial
odel phases is clearly not borne out by the data.
Wang’s subsequent statement that “any deriva-

ive isomorphous (or anomalous) difference Fourier
aps using these phases would actually be the dif-

erence Patterson maps” (Wang, 2001) is equally
ncorrect. First (difference) Patterson maps are
ourier transforms of squares of amplitudes (ampli-
ude differences) with phases set 0. Second, and
ore importantly, the phases are neither cen-

rosymmetric nor systematically 0. Any coincidences
etween Patterson peaks and peaks in difference
ouriers are therefore simply due to the fact that
atterson space is densely populated. It is telling
hat Wang found such coincidences also for HslV
ositions which he later declared correct (Wang,
001).
Contrary to Wang’s misquote of our work, neither

he heavy atom sites on HslV nor the heavy atom
ites on HslU are centrosymmetric. As shown in Fig.
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290 BOCHTLER ET AL.
A, the two rings of heavy atoms bound to Cys159 on
slV are 4 Å apart. The deviation from centrosym-
etry is even larger for the heavy atom sites on
slU. As shown in Fig. 5b, one ring of heavy atoms
as to be rotated by approximately 20°, equivalent
o a lateral shift of more than 7 Å. Moreover, the two
lleged centers of inversion symmetry in HslV and
slU are inconsistent with each other.

he Mercury Sites Are on a Common Origin and
Compatible only with Our Original DIMS
Complex

Wang’s allegation that our HslV–HslU structure
as solved on inconsistent origins is incompatible
ith his suggested translational correction of the
slU component by 0.57c 5 0.5c 1 20 Å. At 3 Å

esolution, a shift of 20 Å corresponds to a phase
hift of 2p for l 5 280/20 5 14. Since the data are up
o roughly l 5 50, the additional 20-Å shift alters the
hase of most reflections by more than 2p and is
learly no small adjustment. With Wang’s reanaly-
is thus disproven, we next proceeded to support our
riginal interpretation with additional computa-
ional experiments.

For a first experiment, we placed the HslV parti-
les (chains A–D) in P6322 and used the phases to
alculate difference Fouriers for the mercury data-
et for the three different measured wavelengths.
e find our originally assigned heavy atom sites

lose to HslV Cys159 (chains A–D) and HslU Cys
88 (chain E, F) as the top six peaks at all wave-
engths. At the wavelength at the absorption maxi-

um, peaks 7 and 8 represent the binding sites on
ys262 (chains E, F) (see Table II). At other wave-

engths, these two sites are harder to identify. To
emonstrate that there is no signal for Wang’s reas-
igned heavy atom sites, we proceeded to plot the
ifference Fouriers along lines through the mercury
toms bound to Cys288 E and F and to Cys262 E and
. In all cases, there is a very clear signal for the
riginally assigned positions and there is absolutely
o signal for the “corrected positions” (see Fig. 6).
To further confirm the consistency of heavy atom

ites, we next used only the supposedly misplaced
slU particles to phase anomalous difference
ouriers. If Wang’s reinterpretation of our data was
orrect, we should at best be able to recover the
ercury sites on HslU. In contrast to this prediction,
e find all four sites on HslV Cys159 among the top

ix peaks in anomalous difference Fouriers at both
he absorption maximum and above. The remaining
wo peaks among the first six peaks are always the
ercury atoms bound to Cys288 HslU E and F.
hese statements also hold true for the remote
avelength if one noise peak is ignored (data not

hown).
To make the argument independent of model
hases, we next tried to locate heavy atom sites in
ifference Pattersons in P6322. As expected, signals
ere substantially weaker than in difference
ouriers. Nevertheless, among the top six sites iden-
ified by RSPS, five represent the correct, originally
ssigned heavy atom positions at HslV B, HslV A,
slU F, and HslU E in this order (the HslU F peak

s treated as two almost coincident, but nonidentical
eaks by the program). Again, Wang’s reassigned
eavy atom positions are not observed.
To make the argument independent of the discus-

ion on space group, we next attempted to locate
eavy atoms with the space group taken as P3.
lthough anomalous data were 40% complete only

or this space group, we could locate correct heavy
tom sites on HslV A, B, C, and D and HslU F among
he top 10 peaks in difference Fouriers phased with
slV only (data not shown).
Taken together, all these tests confirm that the

eavy atoms were correctly assigned. We further
ointed out above that Wang’s claim of inversion
ymmetry in our heavy atom positions is not borne
ut by the experimental data. Wang failed to notice
hese discrepancies because he worked with puta-
ive, guessed heavy atom sites, as the experimental
eavy atom data were not available to him.

he Data Can of course Be Evaluated in P3, P321, or
P312 to Account for Residual Intensity in Odd 00l

Dealing with HslV–HslU crystals with smear in
he c direction for several years, the residual inten-

TABLE II
List of the 10 Highest, Crystallographically Indepen-

ent Maxima in an Anomalous Difference Fourier Map of
he Mercury Derivative Phased with HslVs (Chains A, B,
, D) only

x y z Height Comment

.370 0.542 0.257 24.34 Cys159 HslV (A)

.495 0.704 0.258 22.40 Cys159 HslV (B)

.038 0.160 0.743 16.20 Cys159 HslV (C)

.165 0.126 0.743 15.71 Cys159 HslV (D)

.367 0.567 0.593 15.21 Cys288 HslU (F)

.233 0.533 0.594 14.49 Cys288 HslU (E)

.416 0.600 0.662 11.06 Cys262 HslU (F)

.266 0.519 0.662 9.71 Cys262 HslU (E)

.970 0.869 0.908 6.98 Not assigned

.969 0.868 0.406 5.23 Not assigned

Note. The anomalous difference Fourier map was calculated in
6322 at full resolution (3.0 Å), using the data at the absorption
aximum. The map was normalized to put peak heights on an

bsolute scale. A full unit cell was searched for peaks. Among
rystallographically equivalent heavy atom sites, the one at-
ached to the polypeptide chain in the asymmetric unit of 1DOO
as chosen. The assigned eight heavy atom positions correspond

o the eight highest peaks in the list. The top two nonassigned
eaks are also indicated.
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291A RESPONSE TO WANG, YALE
ity of odd 00l spots in the c direction appeared to us
s a natural result of crystal disorder in this direc-
ion (see Introduction). In fact the intensity in odd
eflections is very small compared to the intensity in
ven reflections (total intensity in even reflections:
otal intensity in odd reflections 5 12:1). Further, we
ere of course aware that odd extinctions in 00l
ere merely indicative of a c/ 2 periodicity of the
rojection of density on the c axis and could never
rove the presence of the 21 (63) screw axis along c.
inal proof or disproof of the presence of the screw
xis is therefore only provided by successful struc-
ure determination. In protein crystallography, mo-
ecular replacement is commonly used to establish
he nature of screw axes (most typically to distin-
uish between right- and lefthand screws, e.g., 61
nd 65). We have established the presence of the
crew axis by all these criteria, as shown in short by
he R values (Rcryst 5 25.4%, Rfree 5 30.4%) and by
mit maps (see Fig. 7). Technically, it is of course
ossible to account for the residual intensity in odd
0l reflections by expanding the data to the asym-
etric unit in P3 and refining against P3 data. This

onverts crystallographic symmetry into local sym-
etry and introduces extra degrees of freedom,
hich allow to lower Rfree and Rcryst. This procedure
erely improves crystallographic quality indicators

as does data evaluation in P1), but has no effect on
he packing and the presence or the absence of
IMS or ASMS.

he New Rtpart Method Is Systematically Flawed

The Rtpart method (Wang, 2001) is designed to
etect shifts in one component if two or more inde-
endent polypeptide chains are present in the asym-
etric unit. Assume that the unit cells contains

hains X and Y. According to Wang, systematic
hifts of component Y can be detected by looking for
inima in

Rtpart 5 O
h,k,l

uFcalc,before 2 Fcalc,afteru/ O
h,k,l

uFcalc,beforeu,

here Fcalc,before and Fcalc,after are structure factors
alculated from the full model before and after shift-
ng component Y by t. To simplify matters, the value
f this function will first be assessed for space group
1.
Assume that the method is used to detect shifts

long c. Assume further that t happens to be c/ 2.
his means that for all reflections with even l, the
artial structure factor from component Y is shifted
n phase by a multiple of 2p, i.e, it is unchanged.
hus, for even l, it interferes with the partial struc-
ure factor from component X in exactly the same
ay as before the shift. Therefore, if summation of
erms for Rtpart was limited to terms with even l, the
tpart would be 0. If all terms are included, the result

s nonzero, but still systematically small. Next, as-
ume that the shift happens to be 1/2(m/n)*c,
here m and n are integers with no common divisor.
his shift leaves the phase of the partial structure

actor from Y unaffected for all l that are multiples
f n. The larger n, the fewer the number of terms in
he summation for Rtpart that are systematically 0.
till, such shifts lead to systematic minima. If crys-
allographic symmetry is present, special shifts of Y
ill translate into special shifts of its crystallo-
raphic symmetry mates. Thus, the situation is
argely unchanged. Rtpart 5 0 for 0 translation and
ill have minima for special translations, indepen-
ently of the molecular model.
We have calculated Rtpart for a number of different

DB entries. The entry 1CSE, a complex of subtili-
in with eglin C, represents the simplest case of a
inary complex crystallized in space group P1 (one
omplex per unit cell). For the actual calculations,
ubtilisin was fixed and eglin C translated along the
axis (Fig. 8A). In P1, this is equivalent to fixing

glin C and moving subtilisin by 2t. For every t,
tpart was calculated. The result (Fig. 8B) confirms

xpectations. The minima for 0, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 3/4
re clearly visible, although the simple theory does
ot explain why the minimum at t 5 1/ 2 is so much
ore pronounced than the other minima. Next, we

roceeded to calculate Rtpart for Wang’s structure
G4A in space group P321. Again, the same pattern
s seen with minima for Rtpart at small fractional
umbers (Fig. 8C). Finally, we applied the Rtpart
ethod to 1E94, the DIMS HslVU complex (Fig.

D). The trace shares all essential features with the
race for 1G4A, the ASMS complex.

We conclude that the essential features of the
tpart trace are independent of the tested model. It is
ot surprising that Rtpart as a quality indicator that

gnores observed data is not very useful. It is prob-
bly more surprising that Rtpart traces contain sharp
eatures that are easily mistaken as properties of
he tested model, especially if only a part of the
urve that is permitted by packing is calculated.

Retrospective on Wang’s Paper

Being unaware of the smear of our diffraction
atterns in the c direction, Wang was apparently
ntrigued by residual intensity in odd 00l reflec-
ions. We suspect that in addition to a reliance on
is newly introduced Rtpart method, a series of
isleading coincidences prompted him to suggest
twinning problem and a shift of origin in our

tructure:
Wang’s crystals 1G4A (singly capped species,

67 3 167 3 161 Å, P321) and 1G4B (doubly capped
pecies, 173 3 173 3 254 Å, P321) are both almost
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292 BOCHTLER ET AL.
erfectly merohedrally twinned (Wang, 2001) and
appen to have cell constants that are related to the
nes in 1E94 (172 3 172 3 277 Å, P6322). This
imilarity of cell constants, especially between 1G4B
nd 1E94, apparently prompted Wang to suspect
hat our 1E94 crystals could be packed similarly to
is 1G4B crystals and could suffer from related
winning problems. It appears to have escaped him
hat the 1E94 crystals have strong pseudoorigin
eaks at (1/3, 2/3, 1/2) and (2/3, 1/3, 1/2) that are
bsent in 1G4B, ruling out any close similarity be-
ween the two crystal forms. We further point out
hat the diffraction powers of crystal forms 1E94
nd 1G4B are very different (2.8 and 7.0 Å).
We suspect that Wang was prompted to suggest
shift of origin in our structure when he noticed

hat the azimuth of HslU relative to HslV in our
tructure matched the one observed in his singly
apped HslVU complex structure (1G4A). We
oint out that this coincidence between the 1G4A
nd 1DOO/1E94 crystals (that differ in the c axis
y more than 100 Å) is nicely explained by iden-
ical lateral packing (see Fig. 9). We further point
ut that the relative orientation of HslV and HslU
s different in Wang’s singly (1G4A) and doubly
1G4B) capped HslVU structures. If the HslV com-
onents of our DIMS complex and of Wang’s
1G4B) and Sousa’s (1G3I) doubly capped ASMS
omplexes are superimposed, a translation and a
ignificant rotation of our HslU particles are re-
uired to superimpose them with their counter-
arts in the ASMS complexes. Starting from DIMS
nd ASMS complexes with superimposed HslV
omponents, the HslU particles of DIMS have to
e rotated by 8.2° around the local sixfold axis
efore they can be mapped into the HslU particles
f 1G4B by a simple translation. Similarly, a 7.2°
otation and a translation of HslU are required to
ap DIMS into Sousa’s 1G3I complex (Sousa et

l., 2000). This requirement for a rotation appears
o have been overlooked by Wang. It also shows
hat different quaternary arrangements of HslV
nd HslU are possible (a rotation of 8° corresponds
o a shift by 7 Å in the periphery of HslV). This
robably accounts for the weakness of the complex
nd the robustness of the functional interaction
gainst mutations (Song et al., 2000).
Finally, we noticed that a weak molecular replace-
ent solution for ASMS in P3 corresponds to the

acking suggested by Wang with U6V6V6U6 parti-
les at (1/3, 2/3, 21/4) and (2/3, 1/3, 1/4). The weak
ignal for this solution is due to HslV self- and
ross-vectors that are identical to the vectors for the
orrect packing. Wang apparently did not notice
hat this solution is ruled out not only by comparison
ith the solution for DIMS (see above), but also due

o severe molecule overlap (about 10 Å, data not
hown). The suggested ASMS packing in P321 is
nally ruled out by the prohibitively high R factor of
8% after bulk solvent correction (Wang, 2001) and
y the experiments described above.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we provide support for the validity
f our original analysis and interpretation of the
uaternary arrangement of HslV and HslU in our
ocrystals. We conclude that we did not commit
ny of the errors listed by Wang and prove that his
einterpretation is false by all crystallographic
riteria available to him. We regret that we did not
ave the opportunity for a side-by-side answer to
ang.

The authors thank S. Gražulis for independently repeating and
onfirming a part of the calculations presented. Intensities for
E94 as evaluated in P3 and the mercury data have been ap-
ended to PDB-entry 1E94.
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